
idly, had immediate, major, and visible impacts

on the island_s biota and physical landscape, and
began investing in monumental architecture and

statuary within the first century or two of set-

tlement. Although still poorly dated, monumen-

tal architecture and statuary are known from

islands, such as the Societies, Marquesas, and

Austral Islands, from perhaps as early as 1200

A.D. Nearly immediate building of monuments,

carving giant statues, and transporting them to

every corner of the island may have been cultural

investments, homologous to forms elsewhere in

eastern Polynesia, that mediated against over-

population and resource shortfalls in an unpre-

dictable environment. Such a model would help

to explain the success of ancient Polynesians on

tiny, remote Rapa Nui (27). Demographic and

cultural collapse resulted from European con-

tact beginning in 1722 A.D. with the devas-

tating consequences of newly introduced Old

World diseases to a nonimmune Polynesian pop-

ulation (28, 29).
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Reward Timing in the
Primary Visual Cortex
Marshall G. Shuler and Mark F. Bear*

We discovered that when adult rats experience an association between visual stimuli and
subsequent rewards, the responses of a substantial fraction of neurons in the primary visual cortex
evolve from those that relate solely to the physical attributes of the stimuli to those that accurately
predict the timing of reward. In addition to revealing a remarkable type of response plasticity in
adult V1, these data demonstrate that reward-timing activity—a ‘‘higher’’ brain function—can
occur very early in sensory-processing paths. These findings challenge the traditional interpretation
of activity in the primary visual cortex.

P
rimary visual cortex (V1) is the most pe-

ripheral station in the ascending visual

pathway where information from the two

eyes is combined, and specific features of vi-

sual stimuli, such as orientation and direction of

movement, are represented by neural activity

(1, 2). It has long been held that, although the

quality of sensory experience is used to fine-

tune visual response properties during a critical

period of early postnatal life, plasticity of visual

responses in adults is sharply limited so as to en-

sure that sensory processing is reliable and repro-

ducible. Only after the initial processing in V1 are

subsequent brain regions thought to be engaged

to elaborate on the significance of visual input,

holding it in working memory (3–8), attributing

behavioral and predictive value (9–12), and ulti-

mately engendering appropriate behaviors.

The view of adult primary visual cortex as an

immutable feature detector has undergone re-

vision in recent years. It is now understood

that deprivation and selective visual experi-

ence continue to alter cortical responsiveness in

adulthood (13, 14) and that V1 activity can be

rapidly modulated in various behavioral contexts

(15–18). However, all these changes in activity

can still be readily interpreted in the context of

visual processing. Our experiments challenge

current understanding of what activity in V1

represents.

Adult, Long-Evans rats were fitted with head-

mounted goggles that delivered full-field reti-

nal illumination for 0.4 s to either the right eye

or the left eye (fig. S1a). Action potentials evoked

in response to these stimuli were monitored with

chronically implanted arrays of microelectrodes,

subsequently confirmed by histology to have

resided in the deep layers of primary visual cor-

tex (fig. S2). Either left- or right-eye illumina-

tion was delivered when the rat neared a water

tube. Left eye stimulation portended delivery of

a drop of water after x licks on the water tube

(fig. S1b), whereas right eye stimulation por-

tended delivery of water after twice that number

of licks, 2x, (where x equaled 6 licks for three

rats and 10 licks for two additional rats). Half of

all the trials were unrewarded, so as to address

whether changes in neural response were a result

of reward delivery itself, or alternatively,

reflected the formation of neural associations

between stimuli and reward expectancy.
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Responses of V1 neurons in animals inex-

perienced with the task related to the physical

attributes of the visual stimuli, such as the onset,

offset, duration, and the eye of origin En 0 5

animals, 65 neurons (fig. S3)^. However, over the

course of three to seven sessions performing the

task, a significant proportion of neurons began to

express activity in response to one of the two

visual cues that was clearly correlated with the

reward time associated with that visual cue (Fig.

1, A to C). This poststimulus response relating

to expected reward time appeared to occur

only to stimulation of one of the two eyes, even

in neurons with binocular short-latency visual

responses (confirmed quantitatively below).
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Fig. 1. Three forms of reward timing in V1. Three neurons with their
peristimulus time histograms and raster plots for each of the four stimulus
conditions are presented. Filled squares on raster plots indicate when re-
ward was given on rewarded trials, whereas open squares indicate when

reward would have been given if not an unrewarded trial. Shaded
transparent box indicates time of stimulus. Note that reward-timing activity
emerges in response to stimulation of only one eye: right eye (A and B);
left eye (C).

Fig. 2. Mean responses of neural subpopula-
tions dominated by the left versus right eye.
Time in reference to the events of the task is
shown on the x axes. Dashed blue and pink
vertical lines indicate mean short and long
reward times, respectively. Normalized popula-
tion responses are shown on the y axes. (A)
Dominant eye responses for subpopulations
dominated by the left (blue) and right eye (pink)
for each of the three response classes. Black bar
along x axes indicates time in which the
responses of the subpopulations dominated by
the left and right eye significantly differ (P G
0.05). (B) Mean responses evoked by neurons’
nondominant eye do not significantly differ at
any poststimulus moment for subpopulations
dominated by the left or right eye. (C)
Subtracting each neuron’s dominant (A) by
nondominant (B) response yields the differenced
responses for each eye-dominated sub-
population, the mean of which is shown in (C)
for each of the three response classes. Intervals
significantly different from zero (99% confi-
dence interval) are shown as bars below the x
axis. (D) Mean response of all reward-timing
neurons from experienced animals. Black bar
along x axis indicates time in which differenced
responses dominated by the left and right eye
significantly differ (P G 0.05). (E) Left eye–
dominated and right eye–dominated differenced
responses from naı̈ve animals do not significant-
ly differ at any poststimulus moment.
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In experienced animals (after reward-timing

activity was first detected), 43% of the recorded

neurons (130 out of 300) showed reward timing.

Of these, 50% (65 out of 130) showed a sus-

tained increase in response until the reward was

expected, 22% (29 out of 130) showed a sus-

tained decrease in response until the reward was

expected, and 28% (36 out of 130) showed re-

sponses that peaked at reward time (Fig. 1, A to

C). The emergence of apparent timing activity

was not related to the delivery of the reward per se,

because rewarded and unrewarded trials evoked

responses that were indistinguishable from each

other. Instead, poststimulus activity appeared to be

related to reward-time prediction, as it occurred

reliably during the unrewarded trials.

We wished to assess at the population level

our qualitative observation that neurons with

significant poststimulus modulation related re-

ward expectancy. Because poststimulus activity

appeared to be triggered in any given neuron by

stimulation of only one eye, the initial step in

our analysis was to determine quantitatively for

each neuron which eye was dominant and which

eye was nondominant for poststimulus modula-

tion (19). Applying our algorithm, we found that

60% (78 out of 130) of neurons with reward

timing were left eye–dominated and 40% (52

out of 130) were right eye–dominated. By as-

sessing poststimulus eye dominance, we could

then test the working hypothesis that neurons

dominated by the left or right eye express dif-

ferent reward-time expectancies.

To address this question, we pooled neuronal

responses across all animals and recording

sessions by normalizing activity to its maximal

extent from baseline and by normalizing the

time to that which elapsed between events with-

in each session (stimulus offset, mean short

reward time, mean long reward time, and trial

end). This normalization procedure allowed us

to average the activity modulation in the task

across all 130 neurons to yield population re-

sponses evoked by neurons_ dominant (Fig. 2A)

and nondominant eye (Fig. 2B). Neural sub-

populations dominated by the left and right eyes

differed significantly in their poststimulus mod-

ulation to dominant-eye stimulation (Fig. 2A),

consistent with the interpretation that the

different populations relate the different reward

times. In the same neurons, analysis of evoked

activity to the nondominant eye showed no such

difference in time course between the left and

right eye subpopulations, consistent with our

impression that reward-timing activity was

driven only by the dominant eye (Fig. 2B).

If both eyes evoke responses that report the

properties of the stimulus, but only one eye

evokes poststimulus reward-timing activity, then

the activity unique to timing can be revealed by

taking the interocular difference of responses to

the dominant and nondominant eye for each neu-

ron. This analysis reveals an even stronger re-

lation between neural activity and reward times

(Fig. 2C). For left eye–dominated and right eye–

dominated neurons classified as Bsustained in-

crease[ or Bsustained decrease,[ the moment in

which the Bdifferenced[ interocular mean re-

sponses are no longer distinguishable from zero

(G99% confidence level) corresponds well to their

respective reward times. Similarly, for Bpeak[
neurons dominated by the left or the right eye,

the moment in which the differenced inter-

ocular mean responses are maximally different

from zero corresponds well to their respective

cue-related reward times.

The population data can also be analyzed

without dividing cells into response categories,

and because response categories do not preexist

when animals are relatively inexperienced in the

task, this method provides a means of fairly

comparing naBve and experienced responses

(19). This analysis revealed in experienced ani-

mals a statistically significant difference in the

time course of poststimulus modulation between

left eye–dominated and right eye–dominated

neurons that closely matched the difference in

short and long reward times, respectively (Fig.

2D). Using the same analysis, neurons recorded

from animals in the naBve state (before exhibit-

ing reward timing) revealed no such difference

(Fig. 2E). Therefore, after animals gained ex-

perience in the task, two functional groups of

neurons emerged: one group that signals expect-

ancy to the short reward time evoked by stimu-

lation of the left eye, and the other group that

signals expectancy to the long reward time,

evoked by stimulation of the right eye.

How accurately do individual neural re-

sponses relate the visual cues to their appropri-

ately associated reward time? To quantify this

question, a moment of poststimulus time was

credited as being the neuron_s report of reward
expectancy (fig. S4), which we designated the

Bneural reward moment[ (NRM) (19). The

NRMs for left eye– and right eye–dominated

neurons across the entire population were then

Fig. 3. Cue-evoked neural timing of
short and long reward expectancy.
Cumulative histograms of neural reward
moments for neural subpopulations
dominated by the left (leftmost curve)
or right (rightmost curve) eye are shown
and differ significantly (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, P G 0.001). The propor-
tion of time between the short and long
reward times is shown on the x axis.
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compared with the actual short and long re-

ward times of the recording sessions, respec-

tively (Fig. 3). Across recordings in experienced

animals, the time (mean T SEM) to the short

reward was 1191 T 35 ms; the mean left eye–

dominated NRM was 1278 T 42 ms. The time to

the long reward was 1814 T 84 ms; the mean

right eye–dominated NRM was 1883 T 116 ms.

Therefore, on average, individual neurons predict

reward time quite accurately.

The experience of pairing visual stimuli

with delayed reward clearly alters the responses

of V1 neurons to these visual cues while ani-

mals are performing the task. We next asked

whether reward-timing activity would continue

to be evoked by the same visual cues when the

animals were not performing the task. After

Bwithin-task[ recording sessions, access to the

nose-poke/lick tube was obstructed, and the left

and right eyes were stimulated pseudorandomly

on a fixed 6-s interval until 180 presentations

were reached for each stimulus, constituting

Boutside-task[ sessions. By recording from the

same neurons on a given day, we found that, of

neurons expressing reward-timing activity with-

in the task (47 out of 93; 51%), 66% (31 out of

47) continued to express apparent reward-timing

activity to the visual stimuli when presented

outside of the task (Fig. 4A). For these neurons,

the accuracy with which they continued to

Bpredict[ the short and long reward times could

be compared with their performance inside the

task (Fig. 4B). Although neural timing of reward

outside the task was degraded, left eye– and right

eye–dominated neurons continued to have mean

NRMs that were significantly different from

each other (P G 0.05), relating to the appro-

priate reward times. This result indicates that

pairing visual cues to delayed rewards within

the task creates a lasting alteration in the man-

ner in which the visual cortex responds to

those cues when observed in other contexts. We

hasten to add, however, that, although our data

show that V1 responses evolve to accurately

predict reward timing, further study is required

to assess whether and how such information is

used by the animal to guide behavior.

Such timing activity has been reported pre-

viously in higher cortical areas (20–22) and in

associated subcortical structures (23–25), but

never before in primary sensory cortex. The

current findings imply that V1 neurons, at least

in rats, do not function as simple feature de-

tectors (26). Because reward-timing activity can

persist long after the visual stimulus has disap-

peared, it no longer faithfully reports retinal

illumination, but rather what retinal illumina-

tion portends. As reward timing is shown to be

eye-specific, activating different subpopulations

of neurons, general brain arousal/attention can-

not explain this activity. Further, because these

altered responses persist outside the task, emer-

gent reward-timing activity can be independent

of both context and behavior.

The mechanism for this remarkable plasticity

in V1 remains to be determined. Subthreshold

responses to stimulation of visual cortex, likely

reflecting weak recurrent connections, can per-

sist for seconds (27). Our findings could be

explained if a modulatory input that signifies

delivery of reward (possibly dopamine) causes a

persistent potentiation or unmasking of recently

active connections.
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aE-Catenin Controls Cerebral Cortical
Size by Regulating the Hedgehog
Signaling Pathway
Wen-Hui Lien,1,2* Olga Klezovitch,1* Tania E. Fernandez,1 Jeff Delrow,3 Valeri Vasioukhin1†

During development, cells monitor and adjust their rates of accumulation to produce organs of
predetermined size. We show here that central nervous system–specific deletion of the essential
adherens junction gene, aE-catenin, causes abnormal activation of the hedgehog pathway,
resulting in shortening of the cell cycle, decreased apoptosis, and cortical hyperplasia. We propose
that aE-catenin connects cell-density–dependent adherens junctions with the developmental
hedgehog pathway and that this connection may provide a negative feedback loop controlling the
size of developing cerebral cortex.

D
uring brain development, proliferation of

neural progenitor cells is tightly con-

trolled to produce the organ of prede-

termined size. We hypothesized that cell-cell

adhesion structures may be involved in this func-

tion, because they can provide cells with infor-

mation concerning the density of their cellular

neighborhood. Intercellular adhesion in neural

progenitors is mediated primarily by adherens

junctions, which contain cadherins, b-catenins
and a-catenins (1). We found that progenitors

express aE (epithelial)–catenin, while differen-

tiated neurons express aN (neural)–catenin (fig.

S1, A to D). Because a-catenin is critical for the

formation of adherens junctions (2, 3), we de-

cided to determine the role of these adhesion

structures in neural progenitor cells by generating

mice with central nervous system (CNS)–specific

deletion of aE-catenin. Mice with a conditional

aE-catenin allele (aE-cateninloxP/loxP) (4) were

crossed with mice carrying nestin-promoter–

driven Cre recombinase (Nestin-Creþ/j), which
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